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Biomass burning emissions are traditionally calculated with the Seiler and Crutzen (1980) approach. Because
fuel consumption (FC) and emission factors (EF) differ by vegetation type burned, vegetation-type specific
factors are used. The table shows estimates of vegetation-type specific factors from the van Leuuwen et al.
(2014) FC field measurement and the Andreae (2019) EF measurement database. Vegetation-type average FC
estimates are shown using (a) all measurements (global) and (b) only field measurements within Africa. For
Africa, only measurements for a few field sites area are available (3 sites for wooded and 5 for grassland
savanna) and the database contains no data for African tropical forest and agricultural burning. The
observational fundament of these estimates is therefore not very robust.
One issue when applying FC and EF estimates for emission calculation is that there is no detailed description
of how these aggregated vegetation classes are delineated from each other. Also, there is no spatial
information provided together with the FC & EF databases showing to what region the vegetation-type
aggregated estimates apply to. To apply these factors, an existing vegetation type legend needs to be
translated; subjectivity is unavoidable in this process.
The FC and EF provided in the van Leeuwen et al. (2014) and Andreae (2019) databases are time-invariant.
This that they do not reflect seasonal/interannual changes in the values. This is particularly problematic for FC
estimates in savanna fires because FC has, driven by rainfall changes, a strong year-to-year variability.
An alternative approach to obtain spatially and temporally more explicit estimates of FC is to use output from
vegetation models, such CASA-GFED4.
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The land cover map used in FireCCISFD11 has a generic “tree cover” class which encompasses
tropical forest but also more sparsely tree covered areas that are commonly categorised as savanna.
In FireCCI51, the land cover legend used is much more detailed and allows for a separation between
tropical forest and savannah. This is relevant because for fire emission calculation, tropical forest and
savannah areas have to be treated separately.
We assign the land cover given in the FireCCI51 and FIreCCISFD11 products to the aggregated fire
types that are used in the FC and EF databases (as displayed in the table). The translation of the
FireCCI51
legend
(which
uses
LC_cci
information)
largely
follows
http://maps.elie.ucl.ac.be/CCI/viewer/download/ESACCI-LC-Ph2-PUGv2_2.0.pdf,
doi:10.3390/rs11192286,
and
Tab.
7
http://lup.lub.lu.se/luur/download?func=downloadFile&recordOId=1969905&fileOId=1969934.
The fire type map that results from this translation when using LC_cci shows a largely similar
delineation between tropical forest and savanna as in GFED4 and FINN, reflecting that there is a
rather clear-cut concept in the fire emission community regarding the delineation between tropical
forest and savanna fires. This delineation is not possible with the CCI S2 LC legend used in
FireCCISFD11.
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Monthly FC for JAS 2016 can also be taken from GFED4s model output. As a sensitivity test, we
apply GFED4s FC information to the Fire_cci burned area information to calculate CO emissions.
Emission factors from Andreae 2019 are applied to the fire type spatial information as in the
calculations before. Principally, GFED4s predicts much lower fuel consumption values for tropical
forest (TROFOR) than what we obtain when using the static FC data from van Leeuwen et al.
(2019). On the other hand, GFED4s FC for the other fire types is on average 40 - 80% higher. Using
GFED4s FC yields 28% lower CO emissions in CCI51 and SFD11-LC
GFED4s and Fire_cci emissions are substantially higher than the FINN emissions used in the WRFChem reference run (see next slide). Therefore, even larger overpredictions of observed CO
concentrations are likely with these inventories.
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We have set up the regional WRF-Chem model over the African continent in order to evaluate the
impact of uncertainties in fire emissions estimates on model simulations of air pollution. The model
simulations are perfroemed with a spatial resolution of 25 km using the MOZART-4 chemistry and
GOCART aerosol schemes. Anthropogenic emissions are from the CAMS-GLOB-ANTv4.2
inventory available on the ECCAD database. Biogenic emissions are calculated online with the
MEGAN module. A reference simulation for summer 2016 is performed with the FINN fire emission
inventory, which is the default inventory usually used in WRF-Chem. FINN calculates fire emissions
from MODIS active fires that are scaled to burned area.
Model results are being compared to aircraft measurements from the DACCIWA field campaign
(June-July 2016) over west Africa. Some of the air masses sampled during DACCIWA were found
to be influenced by long-range transport of biomass burning emissions from central Africa (Flamant
et al. 2019). Preliminary model results with FINN emissions indicate that the reference run captures
well the CO biomass burning plume observed by the ATR aircraft on 2 July 2016 in the afternoon.
The model tends however to overestimate the observed high CO concentrations, consistent with
similar overestimation seen in comparison to MOPITT satellite CO observations over Gulf of
Guinea. The ozone (O3) concentrations in the biomass burning plume are however underestimated.
Further model simulations are being prepared with other emissions inventories (GFEDv4,
FireCCISFD11) and will be compared with other measurements from the DACCIWA campaign to
better assess the model performance.
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